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JFenzi Savoir Brillant -
Promotional Set for Women,
Eau de Parfum, Body lotion
Price 14.90 €

RRP 18.80 €

Availability  Available

In Stock 20 pcs.

Delivery within 2-4 working days

Similar Versace Bright Crystal

Description
Experience luxury and sophistication with the JFenzi Savoir Brillant Promotional Set for women, consisting of the Eau de
Parfum 100 ml and the perfumed body lotion 200 ml. In our online perfumery we celebrate the art of fragrance, and JFenzi
Savoir Brillant is one of them truly sensual masterpiece.

The essence of elegance and luxury:

The Promotional Set for women on 1perfumery.co.uk presents you with JFenzi Savoir Brillant, a sensual perfume for women
that impresses with its floral nuances, crystal-clear transparency and radiant brightness. This unique combination gives the
fragrance an incomparable elegance and makes it the ideal companion for women who long for luxury and exclusivity.

Floral harmony and radiant brightness:

The sensual perfume for women opens up a world full of floral harmony, highlighted by the unique composition of JFenzi
Savoir Brillant. The crystal-clear transparency gives the fragrance a lightness that is further enhanced by its radiant
brightness. This scent is not just an experience, but a statement of personality.

Exclusive fragrance enjoyment for the modern woman:

1perfumery.co.uk positions itself as the point of contact for the modern woman who values exclusive fragrance enjoyment.
With JFenzi Savoir Brilliant we offer not just a promotional set, but a journey into the world of sensuality and elegance. Our
range includes only the best fragrances to satisfy the demanding tastes of our customers.

1perfumery.co.uk – your gateway to unparalleled fragrance enjoyment:

Discover the world of exclusive fragrances at 1perfumery.co.uk. With the JFenzi Savoir Brilliant Promotional Set for women, we
present not just a fragrance, but an experience that enchants your senses and underlines your personality. Enter the world of
incomparable fragrance enjoyment – 1perfumery.co.uk.

We offer you 2 cosmetics separately at a reasonable price.
- Eau de Parfum 100 ml
- Body lotion 200 ml
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